
IMPLICATIONS FOR 
SPIRITUAL DIRECTION

ENGAGING THE PROPHETIC EDGE IN SPIRITUAL DIRECTION



Knowing Our Own Cultural Location

• Through “knowing” our vision is broadened and our openness expanded
• So we can serve our directees better

• Each of us has been shaped by a cultural framework — what is ours?
• This framework may be largely invisible to us
• Other frameworks may seem alien, wrong, dysfunctional to us — do not judge
• Other frameworks have gifts to us that we can integrate within our own

• This helps reduce our blindness



Awareness of Our Own Blindnesses

• We can see our own framework most clearly when we step out of it
• Study, travel, openness, humility as practices to reduce the blinders

• Places in other frameworks that seem “off” to us may reveal our blindness
• “Appreciative inquiry” as a practice

• Identifying what is good/best in another framework

• Spiritual practices cultivate an openness to a deeper wisdom

“One of the great threats to full aliveness is the sleight of hand practiced by our egos and our 
culture to keep us from seeing things as they are.” Parker J. Palmer 



Taking the Contemplative Stance

• Non-judgement

• Un-defendedness

• Non-violence

• Compassion

• Patience

“When a spiritual director is engaged in action for justice as a spiritual director, what will 
it look like?”  James M. Keegan, SJ 



Awareness of Directee’s Cultural Location

• Being sensitive and open to alternative cultural perspectives and actions

• Every directee comes from a cultural location different from our own

• Allowing our directees to discover culturally appropriate paths of their own

• Cultivating freedom to explore possibilities within their cultural framework

• Cultivating freedom in our directees to broaden cultural perspectives

• Facilitating openness within them to explore other frameworks

• Letting our directees open us to life-giving perspectives for ourselves

• Our directees are also our teachers; be open to change



An Example

• The directee
• From another culture; adopted American culture; deepening critique

• Questioning call of God for action from new awareness

• Me as director
• I am in the American culture, recognize that, yet seek “indifference”

• I foster the directee’s own exploration of the questions that arise

• My own learning
• I allow questions of my own to arise in me for my own exploration
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